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For the information of St. Louis, Memphis 
investigation on 4-5-68 developed that a cab driver picked 
up a white male at the William Len Hotel, Memphis, around 
12:05 a.m., 4-5-68, who first requested to go to West 
Memphis, Arkansas. Immediately after starting to that 
destination the suspect instructed the cab driver to take 
him to the Memphis Municipal Airport. On arrival at the 
airport suspect told the cab driver to wait for him while 
he checked flight departure schedule. He then returned 
in the same cab to the William Len Hotel. The cab waited 
and the suspect returned with another white male and 
requested they be taken back to the Memphis Municipal Airport. 

Reco de at the William Len Hotel revealed 
Sa Francisco, California, and 

o 	 Kansas City, Kansas, checked into 
otel at 2:38 p.m., 4-4-68 and checked out approxi

12:10 a.m., 4-5-68. Investigation revealed 1111111ftant 
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23 	identical to individuals transported by cab to Memphis 
cnm Municipal Airport. 	
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and 	 departed Memphis at ---... 

-1 	1 1:57 a.m., 4-5-68, en route to Houston, Texas. 

	

Suspect number ono described as white male, 
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Pelooch 	 25 to 28 years old, 5'10", 150 pounds, brown hair partacL.on-- 
1,,h1n, 	 the side and wearing a gray suit. 
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Airtel to SACe, Memphis and St. Louis RE: MURKIN 

Suspect number two described as 25 to 30 years, 
6'2", 200 pounds, blond hair, ruddy face, dressed in white 
shirt and dark trousers, carrying a dark blue coat in hand. Addresses listed at Kansas City, Kansas, and 
San Francisco, California, were nonexistent. Investigation 
to date has not identified the ouspects. 

dentification Divi i 	ecords disclose one 
ern at St. Louis, Missour , and described as being , inches 

tall and having brown hair and blue eyes. His wel ht 1 
varied f. 	 zds to 145 pounds. 

e ast ad ress shown is pparently St. Louis, Missouri. Ident record 
indicates photograph is available at the police department. St. Louis, locate, identify, and determine if 
individual having* Ident record could possibly be identical 
with 	 who was in Memphis, Tennessee, on 
4/4-5 G3. Furnish Memphis copies of the photographs which 
gemphis will exhibit to witnesses. 

NOTE: 

Fingerprints o 

	

re not identical w - 	a ents oca e on regis ra on 
cards at the William Len Hotel, Memphis, according to 1111111* Identification Division. Ident also cheCked Talents 
against print of 	

aka approxiatel a:a, 	
a e approximately

ter_ 62; an 	
age approximate y 35. All checks were negative. Unknown suspects 

are reportedly between ages of 25 and 30. Laboratory will 
check signatures against registration cards from the William Len Hotel. 
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